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Mobile Commerce Application DevelopmentIRM Press, 2005
The explosive growth in the demand for mobile and wireless products and services, from both businesses and consumers in the recent years, indicates that mobile commerce is starting to take off. As more and more companies begin to realize the compelling value offered by mobile and wireless technologies and start to explore mobile business...
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Socially Responsible IT ManagementDigital Press, 2002
"A recommended read for all IT professionals and a must read for those in management."Tom Molnar, business systems analyst

"The combination of practicality, ease of implementation, and positive return on investment is what makes this book work so well. The easy-to-implement action steps makes dealing with these ten social...
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Professional haXe and NekoWrox Press, 2008
Professional haXe and Neko
   haXe is an exciting new programming language, as well as a compiler and a framework, that can be used to build web applications and write code aimed at multiple platforms on an array of operating systems. Neko is a fast, flexible, and reliable cross-platform virtual machine that allows for the...
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Microsoft  Windows  Administrator's Automation Toolkit (Pro-One-Offs)Microsoft Press, 2005
Welcome to Microsoft® Windows® Administrator’s Automation Toolkit. This book is designed to help you quickly automate over 100 common Windows administrative tasks. In some cases, I show you how to automate tasks using existing tools such as those included with the Windows operating system or those available for download from the Web....
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The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data InfrastructureCRC Press, 2008
Traditional methods for handling spatial data are encumbered by the assumption of separate origins for horizontal and vertical measurements. Modern measurement systems operate in a 3-D spatial environment. The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infrastructure offers a new model for handling digital...
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Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Workflow ProgrammingWrox Press, 2008
Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) 3.0 and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007 provide you with a rich framework for collaborative applications. Packed with practical, real-world examples, this book offers you clear instructions for implementing workflow, custom activities, and conditions into SharePoint applications....
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Knots and LinksCambridge University Press, 2004
Knot theory is the study of embeddings of circles in space. It is a subject in which naturally occurring questions are often so simple to state that they can be explained to a child, yet finding answers may require ideas from the forefront of research. It is a subject of both depth and subtlety.

The subject started to develop...
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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Computer Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008
Computer security is a technical and social problem. It is just as much about social relationships as it is about computers as tools. Internet security professionals are as concerned with how people use information as they are with how machines manipulate and process that information. This book is a case study of how the knowledge systems...
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Questioning the Veil: Open Letters to Muslim WomenPrinceton Press, 2009
Across much of the world today, Muslim women of all ages are increasingly turning to wearing the veil. Is this trend a sign of rising piety or a way of asserting Muslim pride? And does the veil really provide women freedom from sexual harassment? Written in the form of letters addressing all those interested in this issue, Questioning the...
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My New iPad: A User's GuideNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The iPad is cute. It's lovable. It's fun to play with. And it's a bit mysterious.

	
		My New iPad is your guide to getting more from your new iPad, Apple's latest magical creation. You'll learn how to do the things you want to do right now—like surf the Internet, send email, listen to music,...
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Bioinformatics: The Machine Learning Approach, Second Edition (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	We have been very pleased, beyond our expectations, with the reception of
	the first edition of this book. Bioinformatics, however, continues to evolve
	very rapidly, hence the need for a new edition. In the past three years, fullgenome
	sequencing has blossomed with the completion of the sequence of
	the fly and the first draft of the...
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Mac OS X Lion: Visual Quickstart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011


	Mac OS X Lion—or also simply called OS X

	Lion—is the latest version of the computer

	operating system that put the phrase

	graphic user interface in everyone’s

	vocabulary. With Mac OS, you can point,

	click, and drag to work with files, applications,

	and utilities. Because the same

	intuitive interface...
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